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1. Introduction

Ainu is a virtually extinct language with no known relatives which was 
formerly actively spoken by the traditionally hunter-fisher-gatherer people 
called Ainu primarily in Kurile (Chishima), Sakhalin (Karafuto), and 
Hokkaidō. The Ainu people nowadays mainly speak Japanese or Russian.

Detailed studies of Ainu began in the late 19th century. To date, nu-
merous descriptive studies have been published for Ainu, particularly with 
a view to documenting different dialects of the language and their oral liter-
ature rapidly dying out like many other languages in the world. In contrast, 
not many Ainu experts in Japan associated Ainu linguistics with other fields 
in linguistics like linguistic typology or syntactic theories, meaning that Ainu 
has much room for studies in such perspectives.

The present study focuses on Ainu antipassive constructions ( 逆受動態
構文 ) and aims to provide additional evidence for Bugaeva (2021)’s scenario 
about the origin of the antipassive function in Ainu. Some of the evidence is 
typologically-oriented, instantiating the association of Ainu linguistics with 
linguistic typology, a field of linguistics that aims to uncover and explain di-
versity and universals of human languages by empirical approach. The Ainu 
data in the present study are based on descriptive works and the Ainu sagas 
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called Yukar ( ユーカラ ).
The organization of the present paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces 

Ainu antipassive constructions. Section 3 provides an overview of historical 
scenarios previously proposed for the antipassive marker i-. Section 4 pres-
ents and discusses additional evidence for Bugaeva (2021)’s scenario. Section 
5 offers a conclusion. 

2. Ainu antipassive constructions

Ainu is characterized by properties including the following: SOV basic word 
order, postposition predominance, person-marking on the verb and noun, 
rich valency-changing system, and polysynthesis manifested by productive 
incorporation. As a part of its rich valency-changing system, Ainu has 
antipassive constructions marked by a verbal affix (i-) (Bugaeva 2004; 2021). 
In typological perspective, an antipassive construction is defined as “a 
derived detransitivized construction with a two-place predicate, related to 
a corresponding transitive construction whose predicate is the same lexical 
item” (Polinsky 2013). Consider the following examples cited in Bugaeva 
(2021):

(1)   a. orwa i-nu-as hike
then antip-hear-1pl.excl.s according

‘(We saw the flocks of birds.) Then from (what) we heard…’
(Kubodera 1977: 424, cited in Bugaeva 2021: 218)

b. tu-n ci-ne wa i-ku-as
two-people.clf 1pl.excl and antip-drink-1pl.excl.s
‘The two of us drank alcohol.’

(Tamura 1993[1979]: 6, cited in Bugaeva 2021: 219)

Both predicates in (a) and (b) were originally transitive (‘hear something’ 
and ‘drink something’ respectively), but are detransitivized and lack overt 
object expressions due to the antipassive marker i-. As Bugaeva (2021: 217) 
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mentions, the element i- appearing on the verb in this way was traditionally 
understood as an “indefinite object marker” (see references indicated in 
Bugaeva 2021: 217). Bugaeva (2004: 50-51; 2021) was the first author to 
justly point out that such constructions can be interpreted to be antipassive 
constructions in which i- functions as an antipassive marker.

Let us turn to the historical aspect. Due to the lack of records, it is dif-
ficult to directly know what the Ainu grammar was like before the late 19th 
century. For that reason, the origin of the antipassive prefix i-, which already 
appeared in the first Ainu grammar (Chamberlain & Batchelor 2015[1887]: 
120), can only be speculated, based on different scientific methods developed 
in historical linguistics and diachronic typology. Regarding the origin, a few 
scenarios have been proposed, and these will be discussed in § 3.

3. Known scenarios of the history of the antipassive i-

There are two scenarios previously proposed about the origin of the 
antipassive prefix i-, which I call “the 4th-person-to-antipassive scenario” 
and “the generic-to-antipassive scenario” respectively. 

3.1 The 4th-person-to-antipassive scenario  

Ainu has the bound person pronoun i-, homophonous with the antipas-
sive prefix i-. According to Bugaeva (2021), those two elements are distinct 
markers. The bound person pronoun i- is traditionally called a “fourth per-
son pronoun”1 ( 四人称代名詞 ) and has the following multiple functions: first 
person plural inclusive, second (sg/pl) person honorific, and logophoric (sg/
pl) (Bugaeva 2021: 219, 234). Below are examples cited in Bugaeva (2021: 
220):

1　 Matsumoto (2007) criticizes this term, claiming that it is Western Eurocentric. I 
will use it in the present study for the purpose of convenience.
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(2)   a.       húci topén pe i-e-re
grandmother be.sweet thing 4o-eat-caus
‘Grandmother let us (you and me (an him/her/them), 1pl.incl) 
eat sweets.’

 (Tamura 1984: 75, cited in Bugaeva 2021: 220)

b.   ku-i-e-pakasnu
1sg.a-4o-about.appl-teach.to
‘I’ll teach (it) to you (hon)’

(Tamura 1984: 33, cited in Bugaeva 2021: 220)

c.     somo i-rura yak-ka pirka pirka sekor hawean
neg 4o-carry if-even be.good be.good quot say.sg
‘(She) said, “It is really OK not to see me (log) off.”’

(Tamura 1988b: 18, cited in Bugaeva 2021: 220)

In historical terms, it is conceived by many authors that the antipassive 
prefix and the fourth person bound pronoun are historically related 
(Kindaichi 1993[1931]: 252; Tamura 2001[1970]: 220; 1971: 8; 1988a; 
Ikegami 2004[1983]; Shibatani 1990: 45-47; Bugaeva 2021). Many of them, 
including Kindaichi (1993[1931]: 252), Tamura (1988a), and Shibatani (1990: 
45-47), suggest that the fourth person bound pronoun i- was the source from 
which the antipassive prefix i- emerged. I will call this scenario “the 4th-
person-to-antipassive scenario”. 

3.2 The generic-to-antipassive scenario

Bugaeva (2021: 235-236) proposes the “scenario ‘generic element antipassive 
marker’”, which I rephrase as “the generic-to-antipassive scenario”, according 
to which the antipassive prefix developed through O-incorporation of a 
generic noun ‘thing, place, time’, rather than from the fourth person bound 
pronoun. As supports for her scenario, Bugaeva (2021: 235) mentions the 
fact that “antipassives in Ainu do not allow any overt expression of the 
object” and grammaticalizations changing a generic noun into an antipassive 
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marker are cross-linguistically attested, also mentioning the productivity of 
incorporation in Ainu.

4. Discussion: evidence for the generic-to-antipassive scenario

I consider that Buageva’s generic-to-antipassive scenario is more plausible 
than the 4th-person-to-antipassive scenario. However, although Bugaeva 
(2021: 235-236, 240) provides a couple of pieces of evidence for the scenario, 
there is still room for strengthening its validity. Particularly, I will provide 
Ainu-internal evidence from other parts of the Ainu grammar and Ainu-
external or typological evidence by observing other languages, as additional 
evidence. Also, although Bugaeva (2021: 235) considers that the antipassive 
i- originates in O-incorporation of the generic noun *i, I assume that the 
form was originally *hi or *ihi.

The discussion will be divided into two parts. In the first (§ 4.1), I will 
point out that it is much more reasonable to suppose the generic-to-antipas-
sive change than the 4th-person-to-antipassive change, based on differences 
in their functional mechanisms and cross-linguistic distributions. In the sec-
ond (§ 4.2), I will compare the antipassive prefix i- with other grammatical 
markers in Ainu and functionally similar elements in other languages from 
diachronic (or historical) perspectives.

4.1 The 4th-person-to-antipassive scenario vs. the generic-to-antipassive scenario

The 4th-person-to-antipassive scenario per se is not likely to be natural, 
due to the following facts. It is difficult to suppose a functional mechanism 
whereby a fourth person pronoun, that is, a pronoun with first person 
plural inclusive, second (sg/pl) person honorific, and logophoric (sg/pl) 
functions, is reinterpreted to be a generic noun or an antipassive marker. 
None of the proponents of this scenario, including Kindaichi (1993[1931]), 
Tamura (1988a), and Shibatani (1990), provides any concrete explanation. 
Bugaeva (2021: 237-239) argues that the antipassive prefix i- developed into 
the fourth person pronoun i-, by considering that the antipassive became 
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able to (indirectly) mention a speech act participant because of its patient-
defocusing function. However, it does not seem that the reverse (viz., a 
4th-person-to-antipassive change) would happen because of the patient-
defocusing function. As for typological distribution, I could not find any 
languages in which an antipassive marker actually arose from a first person 
plural inclusive, second (sg/pl) person honorific, or logophoric (sg/pl) 
pronoun.

In contrast to the difficulty with which to suppose a mechanism for the 
4th-person-to-antipassive scenario, it is easy to find an explanation for the 
generic-to-antipassive scenario. As Bugaeva (2021) suggests, this is O-in-
corporation, whereby the generic noun i occurs as a prefix on the verb as 
its object. It is known that a similar lexical O-incorporation is common in 
Ainu with the nouns such as he ‘head’ and ho ‘buttock’ (Tamura 2001[1973]; 
Bugaeva 2017b: 897-898), for example: henoye ‘to return (intr.)’, honoye ‘to 
lean (intr.)’ (< noye ‘to twist (tr.)’ (Tamura 2001[1973]: 421)). Typological 
data further support the plausibility of the generic-to-antipassive scenario. 
Sansó (2019: 408-409) discusses “antipassives from indefinite/generic ele-
ments in object position” as one of the recurrent patterns of how antipassive 
markers emerge in the world’s languages, with actual examples from Koasati, 
Bantawa, and Ixcatec (see Sansó (2019) for sources). Meanwhile, no equiv-
alents to the 4th-person-to-antipassive scenario are mentioned in Sansó 
(2019).

4.2 Comparison with other grammatical markers

Aside from the antipassive prefix i-, Ainu has two grammatical markers 
that are likely to come from the generic noun *hi: the nominalizing suffix 
-i and the construct suffix -hV~-V(hV). Each of these will be discussed in 
turn, and based on that, I will show that the original form of the antipassive 
i- is also likely hi, and how the generic-to-antipassive scenario is plausible. 
Then, it will be followed by cross-linguistic observation that is in favor of 
the scenario. Finally, it will be explained how, given that the generic-to-
antipassive scenario is correct, the antipassive prefix only occurs as i-, instead 
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of *hi-.

4.2.1 Comparison with the nominalizing suffix -i

4.2.1.1 Diachrony of the nominalizing suffix -i

Ainu has the nominalizing suffix -i with different allomorphs which is 
illustrated below (the suffix in question is in boldface):

(3)   a. ku-yee he sunke (Rayciska dialect (in Sakhalin))
1sg-say nmlz lie
‘What I said is a lie.’ (my English translation)

(Murasaki 1979: 95)

b. aokai utara te-wano kamui
1pl.incl pl here-from god
ewak-i a-ko-hekom-pa kusune
live-nmlz 1pl.incl-appl-return-pl will
‘We are about to leave this place for the god’s residence.’ (my 
English translation)

(“Kemka Karip”: 294, in Yukar Vol.4)

c. a-ki aine ainu tumam netopa       
pass-do thereupon human trunk body
kor-ihi a-ko-eramuan
have-nmlz 1sg-appl-understand
‘After all was done, I understood that he had a human’s trunk.’ (my 
English translation)

(“Poro Oina” (Variant 1): 261, in Yukar Vol.2)

d. réra ka isam hi ta    (Chitose dialect)
wind even nonexistent nmlz in
makanak-iki cikuni horak hum-i an
how tree fall_dwon sound-cstr be.sg
‘Why are there sounds of a tree falling down when there 
is no wind?’ (my English translation)

(Satō 2008: 176)
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Chiri (1974[1936]: 48), Kim (2000: 216), and Bugaeva (2021: 235) 
suggest that it is -i, not -hi, which is the main or basic variant of the 
nominalizing suffix. However, it would only be so in the synchronic sense. 
The historically original form of the nominalizing suffix is said to be the 
generic noun ihi ‘thing, place, time’ (Nakagawa: 1983) or hi ‘thing, place, 
time’ (Bugaeva 2011: 524; 2016: 100; 2017b: 889) (the form -ihi appears in 
(3c); also see Tamura (1971: 4-5)). A construction nominalized by -h(i) can 
be analyzed as a construction where the basic clause or verb functions as a 
modifier of the noun h(i) (Bugaeva 2016: 100; 2017a: 222). Evidently, that 
-hi or -ihi is the original form means that -i is a result of its sound change 
(erosion).

Therefore, as far as the nominalizing suffix is concerned, it is likely that 
the generic noun hi (or ihi) is the source element and the sound change from 
/hi/ to /i/ occurred. Then, the same can be applied to the antipassive prefix i- 
as well: if the generic noun hi can function as a common element of relative 
clauses, it probably can function as a verbal object as well2. Likewise, if hi (or 
ihi) phonologically changed to -i in the process of the grammaticalization 
of hi (or ihi) into the nominalizing suffix, the same is expected for the 
grammaticalization of hi (or ihi) into the antipassive prefix as well. 

4.2.1.2 Cross-linguistic parallels

The assumption that the antipassive prefix i- and the nominalizing suffix -i 
developed from a common generic noun is also supported by the following 
cross-linguistic observation.   

According to Lipkind (1945: 16-17), Winnebago, a Siouan language 
spoken in Midwestern United States, has homophonous intransitivizing and 
nominalizing prefixes wa- and wa-, each illustrated below:

2　 Furthermore, Chiri (1956a: 34; 1956b: 262) shows instances in which it 
functions as a subject or a possessor. For even further extended usage, see 
Bugaeva (2021: 220-224).
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(4)  Winnebago intransitivization by wa- 
ruc’ ‘to eat (tr.)’ > warúc’ ‘to eat (intr.)’ 
e ‘to say (tr.)’ > we ‘to say (intr.)’

(Lipkind 1945: 17)

(5)  Winnebago nominalization by wa-
gáȟ ‘to plan’ > wagáȟ ‘paper’
têȟ ‘to urinate’ > watếȟ ‘bladder’

(Lipkind 1945: 17)

Lipkind (1945: 17) mentions that the nominalizing wa- “probably means 
‘something’ or ‘thing’”. Then, it is possible to consider that wa- is like 
the Ainu generic noun hi and developed the nominalizing function in a 
similar way. I also suppose that intransitivization by wa- may be regarded 
as antipassivization from their obvious functional overlap3 (as Polinsky 
(2013) indicates, the term “antipassive” was coined by Silverstein (1972), 
later than Lipkind (1945)). Therefore, the Winnebago case probably shows 
developments of an antipassive marker and a nominalizer from a common 
generic noun. Also, Winnebago shares a lot of typological properties with 
Ainu, including: SOV basic word order, postposition predominance, person-
marking prefixes on the verb and noun, and presence of applicative prefixes 
(based on Lipkind (1945)). This fact seems to make it easier for similar 
grammaticalization patterns to take place between the two languages, 
because, according to Narrog (2017: 172), “synchronic language structures 
may constrain and guide some aspects of grammaticalization”, suggesting 
that languages with similar structures are likely to undergo similar 
grammaticalizations.

Likewise, in Bantawa, a Sino-Tibetan language spoken in Eastern Nepal, 
the morpheme kha can function as, among others, an antipassive prefix, a 
purposive nominalizing suffix or a noun suffix ‘place’ (Doornenbal 2009). 

3　 “Intransitivization” does not equal to “antipassivization” in that the former also 
can refer to other phenomena, for example, passivization.
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Doornenbal (2009: 335) suggests relationships among the functions of 
kha. I suppose that the antipassive and nominalizing functions stem from 
the generic noun ‘place’. Bantawa, like Ainu, has SOV basic word order, 
postposition predominance, and person-marking prefixes on the verb and 
noun (based on Doornenbal (2009)). Besides, it also coheres with Ainu 
in that the antipassive marker is prefixal and the nominalizer is suffixal. 
Therefore, the Bantawa case also makes it plausible that the Ainu generic 
noun underwent a similar grammaticalization.

Finally, Japanese, a Japanese-Ryukyuan language spoken in Japan, is 
another language to exhibit a similar parallel4. It has a number of lexicalized 
verbs in which the noun mono ‘thing, object’5 occupies the initial position. In 
some of such cases, mono functions as the verb’s object, with intransitivizing 
functions, like in: mono-iu ‘say something’ (< iu ‘to say’), mono-omō ‘be anx-
ious’ (< omō ‘to think’). There are also cases in which the whole construction 
is nominalized, like: mono-shiri ‘knowledgeable person’ (< shiru ‘to know’), 
mono-uri ‘peddler’ (< uru ‘to sell’). Another way to combine mono with a 
verb is to attach mono to the end of a verbal element so that it looks like a 
kind of nominalizer (e.g., tabe-mono ‘food, lit. object to eat’, ki-mono ‘clothes, 
lit. object to put on’), like the Ainu case discussed in § 4.2.1.1. Therefore, 
the Japanese case instantiates developments of a prefixal antipassive-like el-
ement and a suffixal nominalizer from a common generic noun. Japanese 
shares relatively few properties with Ainu, including: SOV basic word order 
and postposition predominance. However, it is not impossible that historical 
contact relationship between the two languages has something to do with the 
supposed parallel (cf., “Contact-induced Grammaticalization” discussed by 
Heine & Kuteva 2003; 2005; 2011).

4　 �e Japanese information is from my personal knowledge.
5　 I thank Hwie Her (my cousin) for suggesting the word ʻobjectʼ as another 

possible translation than ʻthingʼ.
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4.2.2 Comparison with the construct suffix -hV~-V(hV)
4.2.2.1 Diachrony of the construct suffix -hV~-V(hV)

Ainu nouns have construct forms6, marked by the construct suffix -hV~-
V(hV). They are noun forms signaling that the referent of the noun is 
possessed by somebody or something (cf., Creissels 2009; 2018). Consider 
the following examples (the suffix in question is in boldface):
  
(6)  a. nan nupek-i ko-maknatara

face light-cstr appl-clear
‘The face’s light shines.’ (my English translation)

(“Kemka Karip”: 202, in Yukar Vol.4)

b. kamuy kam-u ku-e rusuy na (Ishikari dialect)
bear meat-cstr 1sg-eat want exclma
‘I want to eat the bear’s meat.’ (my English translation)

(Asai 1970: 776)

c. nea sapa-ha tumam-aha ebittano berke horak wa,
that head-cstr trunk-cstr wholly split break and

‘His head and trunk completely break apart and…’ (my English 
translation)

(“Kamuikarsapa Kamuikartumam”: 423, in Yukar Vol.3)

d. tara hekaci sik-ihi (Sakhalin dialect)
that boy eye-cstr
‘that boy’s eyes’ (my English translation)

(Tamura 1988: 33)

6　 This is a term Creissels (2009; 2018) proposed to use for cross-linguistic 
comparison of this grammatical category. In Ainu linguistics, the forms are 
known as “concrete forms”, “possessive forms”, “belonging forms”, or “a�liative 
forms”.
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With regard to the allomorphs, according to Nakagawa (1983) and Nam 
(2020), -ihi is historically the original form, so that the construct suffix -hV~-
V(hV) dates back to the generic noun *ihi ’thing, place, time’7. Nam (2020) 
further proposes a concrete developmental model for how the generic noun 
*ihi grammaticalized into the construct suffix, underpinning this generic-to-
construct scenario. Tamura (1988a: 34), although she does not discuss what 
the construct suffix ultimately comes from, argues that the short allomorphs 
represented as -V developed through erosion of the long allomorphs 
represented as -VhV, meaning that the latter is the older forms. This is also 
compatible with the generic-to-construct scenario.

Now, the following can be said. If it is true that the origin of the 
construct suffix is the generic noun ihi (Nakagawa 1983; Nam 2020) or hi, 
and -i is a result of the sound change it underwent (Nakagawa 1983; Tamura 
1988a: 34; Nam 2020), the same can be expected for the antipassive prefix i- 
as well. 

4.2.2.2 Cross-linguistic parallel

Construct-marking construction is not a cross-linguistically common 
category (Creissels 2009: 74; 2018: 3-4; Haspelmath 2019: 105), so that 
it is not easy to find languages to exhibit similar situations of antipassive 
constructions and construct-marking constructions to the Ainu one. I will 
only briefly discuss a relevant case.

Apalai, a Carib language spoken in Northern Brazil, has homophonous 
nominalizing and construct suffixes (-ry and -ry) (Koehn & Koehn 1986: 85-
86, 89-95)8, like Ainu. Moreover, Apalai has the noun kyry which can mean 
‘thing’ (Koehn & Koehn 1986: 85), and to me, it seems to have historical 
relationship with the two grammatical suffixes. Although it is unknown to 
me whether the same form also can function as an antipassive marker or not, 
the Apalai case seems to show how a generic noun can grammaticalize into 

7　 It will be hi instead if, as Refsing (1986: 85) suggests, the initial i is “a supporting 
vowel”.

8　 Koehn & Koehn (1986) call the construct su�xes “possession su�xes”.
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different grammatical markers.

4.2.3 Why does the antipassive prefix only occur as i-?

The total loss of the preceding h in the antipassive prefix i- may be due to the 
length of the history of its incorporation to verbs. Additionally, the following 
explanation is also possible. As Chiri (1974[1936]: 48), Satō (2008: 175), and 
Bugaeva (2021: 235) mention, as a rule, the nominalizing suffix -(h)i has h 
when preceded by a vowel and lacks it when preceded by a consonant. Then, 
the following could be the case: the initial h (or ih) became unable to occur 
for the antipassive prefix i- as a result of the frequency with which it was 
word-initial and was not preceded by a vowel (within the same word), as the 
initial h of the nominalizing suffix -(h)i generally does not occur when it is 
not preceded by a vowel.

Finally, also note that the total loss of a preceding h is assumed to have 
actually happened for the applicative prefix o- (Bugaeva 2010: 782, 784) and 
e- and o- in phrases like e-kim-ne (head-mountain-be) ‘to the mountain’ or 
o-kim-ne (buttock-mountain-be) ‘from the mountain’ (Tamura 2001[1973]: 
421-423), which are prefixal as well as the antipassive i-.

5. Conclusion

In basic agreement with Bugaeva (2021)’s scenario, this study showed that 
the following evidence supports the assumption that the Ainu antipassive 
prefix i- originates from the generic noun (i)hi ‘thing, place, time’ through 
O-incorporation:

(a) The generic-to-antipassive change is contrastive to the 4th-person-
to-antipassive change in that it is functionally explicable and is attested 
in some other languages.

(b) The Ainu nominalizing suffix and construct suffix originate from 
the generic noun (i)hi ‘thing, place, time’, and the sound change from (i)
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hi to -i occurred for both grammaticalization processes. 

(c) Cross-linguistic observation says that an antipassive marker can 
develop together with a nominalizer from a common generic noun in 
languages which are structurally similar to or geographically close to 
Ainu.

(d) There are possible explanations for how (i)hi phonologically 
changed to i- when or after it became the antipassive prefix.
  
Bugaeva’s introducing the term “antipassive” into Ainu studies seems 

to have been the start of typological approach to the non-pronominal prefix 
i-. The typological approach made it possible to compare Ainu antipassive 
constructions with constructions in other languages which are antipassive 
constructions under the common definition. Part of the findings I presented 
in this paper was gained in that way. I hope that this paper could show 
how studies of an individual language may benefit from another field of 
linguistics. 

Abbreviations

1-first person 4-fourth person a-transitive subject antip-antipassive appl-
applicative caus-causative clf-classifier cstr-construct marker excl-
exclusive exclam-exclamative hon-honorific incl-inclusive intr-intransitive 
log-logophoric neg-negative nmlz-nominalizer o-object pass-passive pl-
plural quot-quotative s-intransitive subject sg-singular tr-transitive V-vowel

Yukar Texts

Kannari Matsu 金成 まつ (original texts) & Kindaichi Kyōsuke 金田一 京助 
(Japanese translation and notes) (1961), Ainu Jojishi Yūkara Shū 《ア イ
ヌ 叙 事 詩 ユ ー カ ラ 集 》 [Collection of Yukar, Ainu Sagas] Vol.2. Tōkyō: 
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Sanseidō 三省堂 .
Kannari Matsu 金成 まつ (original texts) & Kindaichi Kyōsuke 金田一 京助 

(Japanese translation and notes) (1963), Ainu Jojishi Yūkara Shū 《ア イ
ヌ 叙 事 詩 ユ ー カ ラ 集 》 [Collection of Yukar, Ainu Sagas] Vol.3. Tōkyō: 
Sanseidō 三省堂 .

Kannari Matsu 金成 まつ (original texts) & Kindaichi Kyōsuke 金田一 京助 
(Japanese translation and notes) (1964), Ainu Jojishi Yūkara Shū 《ア イ
ヌ 叙 事 詩 ユ ー カ ラ 集 》 [Collection of Yukar, Ainu Sagas] Vol.4. Tōkyō: 
Sanseidō 三省堂 .
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